EDITORIAL
NOTE A bit more than 50 years ago the
				
first edition of Dackekuriren was printed. From then until now, the
paper has been published sometimes as much as four times a year,
and some years not at all. The character of the paper, its layout and
content, has been very different throughout its history. Sometimes
including more political issues and sometimes less. We strongly
recommend everyone to visit the archives and read the old
Dackekuriren - it is truly entertaining! The name of the paper comes
from Nils Dacke, who was a a farmer and a rebel in the 16th century,
and ever since the start the name has (almost) always remained the
same.
After a few years of less frequent publication, we will now start
publishing Dackekuriren again. We are extremely happy to be a part
of this media collective which is making this paper and bringing the
project back to life. Now, in this mad world, with escalating climate
crisis, growing fascism and intensified class struggle, it is more
important than ever to create platforms like these. We give room
to thoughts and discussions, critical to the world we have around
us, and news and reports from and for us trying to do something
about it. We have kept the name of the paper, but besides that we
will make it just what we want it to be, and hopefully, you will find it
informative, interesting and slightly entertaining.
In this issue we will look deeper into activism and activists. In different texts and interviews we will introduce you to different themes
regarding this topic. Why are some people calling themselves
activists and how did they become activists? We will meet persons
and ideas, and hopefully inspire you to become an activist yourself.
So, put on the balaclava, make some tea and enjoy the paper.
August, Nadja & Viktor
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Meet Smålands Activists

In the beginning of December 2018, I had a bit of a crisis. I
pretty much study how climate change affects every aspect of life
and will continue to do so if we do not stop emitting greenhouse
gases soon. The current outlooks are – let’s call it – pretty depressing. Especially with regards to our current economic system and
politics, climate change does not only pose threats in form of
environmental changes, it also enhances already existing injustice. Being confronted with this every day and seeing how governments are lacking action, I felt helpless.
Luckily, for this issue of Dackekuriren, I got to talk to some members of Smålands who are active within and outside of the nation.
Talking to them about their respective fields of activism was and
still is truly inspiring to me and I hope you can get some optimism out of them. Here are some of their stories.
Filipe, one of the two newly
elected Equality Agents at
Smålands

Christina, one of the organizers
of Cafe Ronja:

“I am active at Feminist Cafe
“I am most active in LGBT
Ronja at Smålands since
issues, and I have always been
October 2018, since I’ve been
an activist in that sense.
active in similar groups in my
Although I am not very
home country in Greece for ten
involved in anything in Sweden years. We mostly focus on
yet, I don’t think you just get to gender and queer topics and I
not be an activist all of a
find this both politically and
sudden. I think it is important
personally interesting.
to stand up for what you
As a woman, cis or trans, from
believe in. Sometimes day to
a young age your experiences
day actions end up having a
show you that patriarchy is
very large impact and it is very deadly to you and those similar
important to continuously
to you. I don’t remember the
defend them.”
first time I felt this need to
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class power have been deemed
‘non-modern’ by the ruling
neoliberal ideology, it has been
feeling like you’re struggling
against the wind. Also, because
this fight has gotten no significant space in media, it feels
like not many people are even
aware of the issue.
However, 300 000 union
members have voted on that
their union should work to stop
this proposal! So wohoo! And
we’ve still got more than a year
Anonymous:
until the proposal is supposed
to be taken into effect. Let’s tear
“I am currently engaged
it into a million pieces!
in ‘Strike Back’, which is a less
And about how I became active:
than one-year old network. It
When I was fifteen, I stumbled
aims to stop the infringement
into a socialist place where I got
of the already limited right of
to know peeps of the older
unions to strike. I would say
generation and it sort of went
that this is the most pressing
and concrete threat faced by the from there. My best tip for you
if you want to get organized is
workers’ movement today,
especially in Sweden, but you’ll to go to People’s Academy or a
STINA meeting.“
see similar trends all around.
It’s important because
Fran, environmental acitivist:
infringing the right to strike is
“I am active in a few left-wing
infringing the hardly existent
climate groups. I care about
democracy in the workplaces.
climate change and I want to
Unless there’s a threat of
do something about that, but
losing profits, we can never
have power over our own work, also, I want to be around other
people who care about that. You
our situation or our lives.
can feel really helpless if you
Because struggles for working
engage myself with gender
issues, but in general when it
comes to political issues, the
defining moment for me
personally was when a 15-yearold boy had been murdered by
the police in Greece in 2008.
This had a very strong impact
on my generation, it kind of
defined us. It was the first time
that teenagers of my age
rioted for their rights and
against police violence.“
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know there is a massive
problem and you’re doing
nothing about it. But by doing
something about it, you are
empowering yourself, you’re
getting in touch with those
other activists which is really
important, and – you’re doing
something. You’re not just
writing essays.
I’ve been obsessed with the
environment since I was a kid,
and as a ten- or twelve-year-old,
I was in an animal rights group
with a friend at school. But the
main barrier for me was that
there just weren’t any groups
because in the UK, or at least
the places I were, there were not
a lot of people being engaged,
or at least in terms of the
climate and the environment.
So I was involved wherever
I could be, volunteering for
animal conservation or the like,
but especially in my university
there was just nothing in the
first year. No active environmental groups for students.
There was a local Friends of the
Earth meeting once a month
with three people, but there was
no way of meeting activists
really. In the second year, a
fossil free campaign formed,
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but there were only five of us
in the entire university. I had to
join more international
networks which happened when
I left university. It really opened
my eyes to bigger movements
happening and I felt very
empowered. When I came to
Sweden, I was really happy that
there were lots of local groups
actually doing things, with lots
of people being engaged. At the
Rise for Climate demonstration,
just having 100* people there
in a city the size of Lund - to
me that was crazy. Back home,
you would maybe have twelve
people. I can’t really pinpoint a
specific point in my life when I
became an activist, I just always cared about nature and
it morphed into being about
climate change and people as I
got older. I’ve just always joined
as many groups as I could,
and because Lund has so many
I’ve ended up joining lots of
groups.“
*According to Fossil Free Lund’s
facebook page around 300 people
were present.

// Nadja

WHAT THE HELL IS STINA?

If you’re hanging around in Smålands, you might have
heard of a mysterious group called STINA. And you’ve probably
wondered: what does STINA stand for? Take a blind guess - it’s
actually named after the dog of one of the founding members.

Still confused? STINA is the
political committee at Smålands,
which was set up in its current
form in March 2018. Being openly
socialist is what sets our nation
apart from the others in Lund,
so the committee really is one
of the core parts of Smålands.
The group meets weekly to plan
events, including film-screenings,
Stina, the dog, source: private
workshops, discussions, actions, lectures and more, all with a
political theme. Besides this, it can act as a bulletin board for the
different activist events happening around the city.
If you want to get politically active, it’s definitely a good place
to start. To make organising easier, STINA divides into working
groups, which are open to all Smålands members to join. While
there are a lot of seasoned activists present, everyone who shares
the nation’s ideals is welcome and encouraged to get involved.
And through STINA you will probably get to know about the
other things going on around the city - a kind of a gateway to the
left community in Lund.
Probably the most visible working group is the People’s
Alternative Academy (PAA), which exists as an alternative to
formal education. The university dominates Lund, and it’s
important to remember that not everyone has the luxury of being
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able to study formally. This group provides a free space for
anyone who wants to educate themselves, discuss or organise with
like-minded people. At the same time, they aim to look at issues
through a more radical lens to that of formal education, and give
a platform to people who might not be able to get one elsewhere.
In 2018 the events they put on included screenings of films such
as ‘The Measure of a Man’, a lecture on the Peruvian farmer
bringing RWE to court for being partially responsible for climate
change , and a debrief for the mass act of civil disobedience Ende
Gelände. They aim to cover a range of social, environmental and
political issues, but it’s mostly up to the working group members
to put forward things they think are important.
Another working group is Base Activism, which focuses on
demonstrations and actions around Lund and Malmö. They form
the demosquad, which organises for anyone who is interested to
travel to demonstrations together. This is important for those who
might not be comfortable travelling alone, or for encouraging
people to attend their first demo (which is a lot less intimidating
as part of a squad). Besides this, you might find them painting
banners or planning their own actions on local issues or in
solidarity with international movements for justice.
Finally, there’s the newly formed Dackekuriren - that’s us!
While we’re not a formal part of STINA, a lot of the same people
are involved. We write articles like this one, on political news, the
happenings at Smålands nation and insights into the groups that
exist around the city. If you’ve got something you want to share
with the world, do get in touch - the more voices the better.
// Fran
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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
POLITICAL MATTERS?

JOIN STINA
We are the political committee of Smålands
nation and meet once a week to discuss
politics, plan projects and have fika. We can
help you arrange critical lectures and actions,
provide you with materials or just be the
political group you’ve been missing.
No previous experience is needed and we are
not connected to any political party or religious
organisations.
Are you interested in joining STINA?
Come by Smålands nation or send an email to:

SMALANDS@SMALANDS.ORG
:) We look forward to seeing you (:
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Upcoming Events
JANUARY

Thursday 17th // PAA: Cyber Security

18.00 // 6PM // @Publokalen

Who can read your messages? Who can see your activities? Are
you paranoid? After this talk you will hopefully have more tools
for staying safe online, which is especially important for activists
nowadays.
Wednesday 23rd // Planning meeting International Women’s Day

19.00 // 7PM // @IndiaDäck

Thursday 31st // PAA: Queer Activism + STINA Info Meeting
18.00 // 6PM // @Publokalen

Discussion about and around Queer Activism in and outside Sweden. Afterwards you can meet the members of STINA.

FEBUARY
Wed 6th // Pub Activisme – Quiz, Music and Mingle with STINA

20-01 // 8PM-1AM // @Publokalen

Check Smålands FB-page for more info when it’s published!
Monday 4th // Info Meeting Extinction Rebellion

17.00 // 5PM // @

Saturday 9th // Get Active! - Info Meeting

12.00 // 12PM // @IndiaDäck

Do you want to get involved in India Däck or are you simply
curious? All your questions will be answered!

March
Friday 8th // International Women’s Day
Yet to be decided!
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MÅN-ONS 13-17
TOR-FRE
13-19
OPEN
ALL WEEK
LÖR-SÖN
13-17
13-17

SOCIALIST
LITERATURE
COFFEE & FOOD
T-SHIRTS & MERCH
FREE WI-FI

FACEBOOK.COM/INDIADACK
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Interview: Vanessa, the new n.o.
How did you come to Smålands?

NATIONSOMBUD:

“I studied Gender Studies in Berlin and there I met a person that
studied in Lund. That person
recommended Smålands as the
nicest place to live and the least
bourgeoise (laughs). And then I
also met somebody from Lund at a
party and she was very connected
to Smålands and connected me
with another friend here. So, I ended up here at Smålands from the
very beginning. “
What have you been engaged with
in your past?

The two nationsombud, nation agents or nation administrators, are the nations only
full-time employees and are
elected for a period of one year
by the nation meeting, one
every semester. The NOs do a
lot of everything at the nation;
they run the administrative
business and together with
the board they are the nation’s
official representatives. For the
spring semester of 2019 the
NOs are, as last semester, Nils
and, newly elected, Vanessa.
You can find them in the office
on weekdays from 3pm-6pm.

“The most recent activism would
be the work in the student union in
the university in Berlin and engaging in the progress for better
working conditions. But also making the cultural scene more feminist,
and queer and political by organizing events that are besides the
mainstream. Especially in small towns in Germany but also a bit here.
This could for example be – even if it may sound simple - to make
sure that women in general and especially women of colour and
transwomen are represented as well.“
To become a Nationsombud you’ll probably have a vision for the
nation or a motivation to foster change in the nation: What would you
like to change most?

“What we really have to work on in my opinion – and I mean this is
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basically an issue for every
country in the whole world – is
the low female representation in
elected positions. When you look
at the elected people– I mean we
have a lot of active women - but
the higher the positions are, the
fewer women you’ll find there.
I think this is problematic and
since we are a feminist nation we
should strive for basic equality in
the whole nation. We should be
aware of that and analyse why not
Our new N.O. Vanessa, source: private
that many women are
represented. A more diverse group would be important. Another
point would be to make sure that always new and active people come
– cause the more people we are, the more fun it is, and the less work
has to be done by individuals. I think Smålands is such a nice platform
where people can organize their events. We have the resources to
support people and I would like to spread that. I think Smålands is
super welcoming and we don’t have a problem with that, but we could
be more transparent with the opportunities we have and the support
you can get. ”
To come to the positive site: Why do you like Smålands?

“Ahhh.. I like so many things! As a person living at Smålands I like
the huge community. You’ll always find people to hang out with or to
organize things. There are so many different people from all over the
world with so many different backgrounds that come together. But
you can also have privacy – there is no pressure on social engagement.
I also like that there are so many different things – we have the club,
the pub, we have the graffiti area and the garden. There are many
possibilities you can try out. For example, I had never DJed before there is so many things I tried out for the first time here. And help is
appreciated, you don’t have to be professional. ”
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What would you say to a person that is interested in the nation but
have heard from friends that it is too political?

“That’s a good question! I think I would first ask the person what they
mean with ‘too political’. I don’t know what should be bad about being
‘too political’, because I think almost everything is political. Smålands
is maybe not mainstream. But I think we should be even more
political. And I also think that we have very different events – some
are more political some are less – so I think there is a diversity. ”
What would you say to a person that is interested in the nation but
have heard from friends that it is not political enough?

[laughs] “Then I would say: Since we are also a nation for students
and we want to contribute to the political and cultural life in Lund it
is important to have diversity. But people have different approaches to
politics. So, I would say: If you think that there is something missing,
get engaged. We have a political group – STINA – and you can also do
your own thing. New ideas are always welcome. ”
Is there anything more you’d like to say?

“I want to say something that is also important to me. For me it was
very important to have equality agents elected. I am super happy that
we have two people for the next term. We also have the position of the
sustainability agent. And if someone reads this and wants to be more
included: I think building a connection between sustainability issues
and equality is also quite important for Smålands. That is something I
would also like to have for the next term! I think it’s a super cool
position and maybe an opportunity to try out something in practice
that you learned at university.”
Thanks for the interview! We’re looking forward to have you as a new
nationsombud!
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// Viktor and Ronja

Smålands-aktivister från förr
Smålands nations historia som socialistisk nation går tillbaka till
70-talet. I de mer än 45 åren sedan dess har nationen varit ett forum för studenters politiska engagemang. Jag har fått tag på Ulf,
59 år och Isac, 46 år som båda var aktiva på Smålands en gång i
tiden. Ulf är idag professor i genusvetenskap vid Karlstad
Universitet och Isac är intendent på Ystad konstmuseum. För att
vi ska få en inblick i vad Smålands har varit för tidigare generationer aktivister har jag bett dem berätta om vad de minns från
tiden som aktiv på Smålands.

Ulf, 59 år
När var du aktiv på Smålands?

“Jo, jag var aktiv på Smålands åren 1981-1986”
Vad gjorde du när du var aktiv och varför?

“Jag var under de här åren aktiv i kulturutskottet, puben,
teaterverksamhet och som ordförande åren 1984-1985. Vi startade
gruppen Teater Småscent som sedan fortsatte på Lilla Teatern.
Smålands kändes mest hemma utifrån politik, människor och
min egen bakgrund från en icke-akademisk familj i Partille. Jag
träffade min livskamrat Ann-Carita Evaldsson på Smålands 1983
och vi lever fortfarande tillsammans.”
Skulle du kalla dig aktivist idag?

“Vet inte om jag skulle kalla mig aktivist idag även om att vara
professor i genusvetenskap är att alltid befinna sig i ett landskap
mellan aktivism och akademi. Politiken är alltid närvarande när
det gäller frågor kring kön och genus.”
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Isac, 46 år.
När var du aktiv på Smålands?

“Jag var aktiv under stora delar
av nittiotalet.”
Vad gjorde du när du var aktiv
och varför?

“Min mest framträdande roll
Old picture of Dacke, source:
var som danskommissarie då
jag var med och drev en klubb som hette dackekuriren.wordpress.com
Planet Smålands som var väldigt framgångsrik och som räddade
nationens ekonomi, det bör ha varit runt 1995-96.
Jag var med och startade en mansgrupp 1994. Vi var ett gäng
killar som tyckte att den ”traditionella” manliga könsrollen är ett
påtvingat ok precis som den ”traditionella” kvinnliga könsrollen
är det för tjejer. Jag jobbade med en del annat också på nationen,
bland annat målade jag om T-gången. Jag var också med i
redaktionen på Dackekuriren under en period.”
Skulle du kalla dig aktivist idag?

“Jag var politiskt och antiparlamentariskt aktiv framförallt runt
åren 1988-96. Sedan tröttnade jag på många grejer. Jag ser mig
fortfarande som vänster, långt åt vänster om samtliga riksdagspartier. Jag är dock inte särskilt aktiv idag, jag har delat ut lite
flygblad åt V men inte mycket mer.”

Det har gått många år sedan Ulf och Isac var aktiva på Smålands.
Kanske kommer Smålands-aktivister om lika många år skriva till
mig och be mig berätta om min aktivism. Säkert är iallafall att
Smålands i många år har varit, och i många år kommer att vara,
ett betydelsefullt politiskt forum för unga aktivister.
// Klara
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The Queer Agenda, no. 1
IS THERE A PLACE FOR QUEER ACTIVISM IN SWEDEN?
The short answer to this question
is yes. In my personal opinion as
an activist for LGBT+ rights, even
a country like Sweden, with such a
progressive population, where
acceptance levels are among the
highest in the world, could use a
strong organized movement to
fight for the well-being of its
LGBT+ community.
Filipe, source: private

The truth is, in most of Western Europe, particularly in urban
centers, it has become widely accepted that a gay man should
be treated equally to its straight counterpart. Similarly, we have
started hearing of not-so-tragic stories of trans people, unlike
those of pain, isolation and death told by the 90’s Hollywood
movies.
The truth is that queer rights have progressed at lightning speed
over the past few decades, which has resulted in a feeling of
comfort and inertia. We have started waiting for problems to fix
themselves and converted pride parades into commercial
businesses, where little to no activism takes place. Furthermore,
many young LGBT+ people, particularly those identifying as
either gay or lesbian, have been raised up in a society that
embraces them for the most part, which in turn has led to a lack
of interest for activism.
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Pink/black pride bloc, Malmö 2016, source: Rosa/svart pride Malmö

Nevertheless, the well-being of some doesn’t translate to the
well-being of everyone. People with different sexual orientations
and gender identities continue to suffer different types of
challenges and discrimination. On one side we are discriminated
and marginalized by outdated social structures that don’t
anticipate our differences. On the other side, we as a community
have become quite harmful to each other, perpetuating
stereotypes and becoming inconsiderate of other people’s
feelings.
Last year, ILGA Europe (an international LGBT organization)
ranked Swedish legislation in tenth place, when comparing to all
countries across Europe. This hardly matches the results from the
2012 survey from Eurobarometer that showed Sweden’s
population in the forefront of the European Union when it comes
to levels of acceptance.
Why aren’t we pushing for better laws? Why is it taking so long
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for gender self-determination to be a reality? Why do intersex
children keep on getting unnecessary non-consensual surgeries
to try to fit into the male and female binary? Why is there not an
“other” gender in Swedish documentation? Why are refugees
suffering through humiliating and violent processes to prove
their queerness?
And even outside the political and legislative scope, why aren’t
we actively fighting to change mentalities in our community?
Businesses continue to promote sexualized versions of ourselves,
and unattainable body expectations, when we should be walking
towards higher body positivity and celebrating body diversity.
Dating apps for men continue to be plagued with anal-normativity, shaming people based on how masculine they appear to be,
and a continuous mistreatment of those who are most vulnerable,
such as men who are HIV positive.
So yes, there is a need for queer activism in Sweden, and you can
be part of that movement! Stop watching from the outside and
walk out of your comfort zone. Queer people must gather and
keep on fighting. Not just for equality, but also for the right to be
different.
// Filipe

-”Do you really think by protesting you are going to change anything?”
-”Not necessarily.”
-”Why do you do it then?”
-”So they’re not changing me.”
Unknown
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Confused? Upset? Happy with what you read?
Want to join us?

Let us know!

